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Visibility is a trap by
Laurent Grasso, 2012.

rising in
the east
ART BASEL’S FIRST SHOW IN HONG KONG SHINES
A NEW SPOTLIGHT ON A HOT ASIAN ART
MARKET AND DRAWS TOP NEW YORK DEALERS
FOR THIS DEBUT FAIR. BY SUE HOSTETLER

Among the works of
on view at Art Basel
in Hong Kong: Dollar
Sign by Andy
Warhol, 1981.
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lmost two years after MCH Group, the owners of Art Basel,
bought a majority stake in the company that founded Art HK, a
contemporary art fair, the newly rechristened show, Art Basel in
Hong Kong, will open on May 23, and if advance buzz is any indication, to
considerable fanfare. “What differentiates Art Basel in Hong Kong from
myriad other fairs is its Asian DNA,” says show selection committee member David Maupin, a New York art dealer. “The fair is rooted in this
incredible destination, which has been a crossroads for centuries.” With
Art Basel’s expansion into Asia, art world cognoscenti get a three-continent circuit for the first time (other Basel shows take place in Switzerland in
June and Miami Beach in December) and in situ exposure to one of the
fastest-growing art regions in the world.
Many art observers see parallels between today’s Hong Kong market
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and the one that existed in Miami Beach 10 years ago. “It’s in a relatively
early stage of development, much like the atmosphere in Miami when we
opened there,” says Art Basel’s Director Asia Magnus Renfrew, who has
long believed Hong Kong was a natural home for a major international
show. “We are geographically positioned at the heart of Asia, and we are
the region’s financial center,” he points out.
The fact that there is no tax on the import or export of art in Hong Kong
is going to be a huge draw as well. Perhaps it’s not surprising then, given
the rapid proliferation of art fairs forcing dealers to carefully choose
where to devote their time and resources, that many top gallerists are
committing to the fair in hopes of building their Asian audience. Major
New York names—Gagosian Gallery, David Zwirner, and Galerie
Lelong—will show amid a host of Asian galleries, which in turn are eager
for exposure to Western buyers and museums. Maupin says more than 50
percent of the exhibitors will be from Asia and the Asia-Pacific region,
and all exhibitors will focus on modern and contemporary work, “ranging from young stars to the Modern masters of the early 20th and 21st
centuries,” he adds. In total the fair will showcase artworks from 245 galleries, representing more than 3,000 artists.
The Basel shows are well known for their vetting rigor and the careful
curation of various exhibition sectors, the thematically organized segments of all Basel fairs. The Hong Kong fair’s main sector, called
Galleries, will highlight modern and contemporary art from both Asia
and the West. Other categories will focus on emerging artists
(Discoveries) and new projects from Asia or Asia-Pacific galleries specially commissioned for the show (Insights). Hardest to miss? Surely
the large-scale pieces, part of the Encounters sector, which will be displayed throughout the two exhibition halls.
Despite the wealth of participants, Renfrew says attendees shouldn’t forget the many ancillary activities running concurrently with the fair. “In
addition to the quality of art brought by our galleries, Art Basel is known
worldwide for the parallel programming surrounding our shows,” he says.
Discussion panels, presentations, and conversations that “give audiences
insiders’ viewpoints about the art market,” says Renfrew, will take place at
the fair. Beyond the exhibition hall, look for ambitious collaborations with
“powerhouse local partners,” as Renfrew describes them, including museums and local galleries like Hanart TZ Gallery (well-known for championing
emerging Chinese artists) and Osage gallery, noted for its solo exhibitions of
Asia’s most significant art names.
The Hong Kong gallery scene has been invigorated over the past few
years by the arrival of international blue-chip players like Gagosian
Gallery, White Cube, and Lehmann Maupin. The Asia Art Archive—
which has worked diligently to record and save material about art held
publicly and privately across Asia—will also host a keynote lecture and
continued on page 62
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“Art Basel in
Hong Kong is
rooted in this
incredible
destination,
which has been a
crossroads for
centuries.”
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a series of panel discussions. The archive,
considered to have the most important collection of source material for the recent
history of art in Asia, has grown from a single bookshelf in 2000 to more than 35,000
records comprised of thousands of physical
and digital items. The government is getting
in on the art act, too, by celebrating the opening of its new space, Artspace @ Oil Street—a
1908 heritage building that has been converted into a project space for working artists,
—DAVID MAUPIN curators, and the public.
Not surprisingly, the new Hong Kong show
has proven attractive to corporate sponsors looking for a foothold in this
fast-growing art destination. Deutsche Bank has signed on as Lead Partner,
joining associate sponsors such as Davidoff, Audemars Piguet, and
Absolut Art Bureau, which all support the Switzerland and Miami Beach
fairs. “Art Basel is a filter that stands for quality,” says Maupin of the reasons why the show attracted great interest from the moment of its
announcement. “Asia will have its first truly international art fair that
prides itself on the highest level of service and programming for exhibitors, collectors, and the general public.” Art Basel in Hong Kong takes place
May 23–26; artbasel.com/en/hong-kong G
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“I’ve been traveling to Asia for more
than a decade and visiting Hong
Kong since I was a child, so having a gallery in this part
of the world is actually refreshing and makes my life
easier,” says David Maupin, who, along
with partner Rachel Lehmann, opened a Rem Koolhaas–
designed Hong Kong outpost of their venerable New
York gallery, Lehmann Maupin, this past March. (His
gallery will inhabit Booth 1C09 at Art Basel in Hong
Kong.) Maupin started collecting art long before he
began dealing in it, so his recommendations below
are geared toward private buyers.
At the show: Maupin says visitors shouldn’t miss the new
Insights sector, featuring specially curated work from 47
Asian and Asia-Pacific regional galleries.
Around town: “The Pedder Building is one of those special
places I had been in love with long before it was a home to
contemporary art galleries,” says Maupin. Located in central
Hong Kong, this historic structure is where major dealers like
Gagosian, Ben Brown Fine Arts, and Pearl Lam Galleries are
located. “Its rich history and colonial architecture attracted
us,” he adds. For dining he suggests The Principal, the
celebrated Alan Los restaurant in Wanchai.
Local institutions: “Spring Workshop is a nonprofit arts
space in Hong Kong,” says Maupin of the studio that features
an international, cross-disciplinary program with artist and
curatorial residencies. “It’s just amazing.” 201 Chrystie St.,
212-254-0054; 407 Pedder Building, 12 Pedder St., Hong
Kong, 852-2530-0025; lehmannmaupin.com
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New York gallerist David
Maupin gives advice on how to
navigate the fair and experience
an artful Hong Kong.

